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Authagraph
As recognized, adventure as well as experience not quite lesson,
amusement, as with ease as concurrence can be gotten by just
checking out a book authagraph furthermore it is not directly
done, you could acknowledge even more a propos this life, re
the world.
We give you this proper as with ease as easy exaggeration to
acquire those all. We come up with the money for authagraph
and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. in the midst of them is this authagraph that
can be your partner.
Much of its collection was seeded by Project Gutenberg back in
the mid-2000s, but has since taken on an identity of its own with
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the addition of thousands of self-published works that have been
made available at no charge.
Authagraph
AuthaGraph is an approximately equal-area world map
projection invented by Japanese architect Hajime Narukawa in
1999. The map is made by equally dividing a spherical surface
into 96 triangles, transferring it to a tetrahedron while
maintaining area proportions, and unfolding it onto a rectangle.
AuthaGraph projection - Wikipedia
About AuthaGraph We, AuthaGraph Co., Ltd. are a design firm.
We have dedicated ourselves in research and development on
an idea highly based on geometrical studies mainly by means of
model making. Then we carefully apply these pure geometrical
ideas to practical usages according to various social needs in
design, fine art and engineering.
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AuthaGraph オーサグラフ 世界地図
The globe packs how the latest world map, AuthaGraph is made
of. An AuthaGraph map is installed in the globe. The product
three dimensionally reproduces two steps of its projection
process from a sphere to a tetrahedron. By assembling the
product you can learn complex geometries of these three
polyhedra used for AuthaGraph's projection.
AuthaGraph オーサグラフ 世界地図
The AuthaGraph map is the most accurate map you'll ever see.
You probably won't like it.
AuthaGraph Map, The World's Most Accurate Map, Wins
...
The AuthaGraph world map is a modern innovative map that
frames the world’s physical components (continents, seas, etc.)
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in a 2D rectangle, while representing their relative sizes and the
shape of coast lines as accurately as possible. Antarctica, for
instance, can be seen at the bottom right, close to South
America.
Amazon.com : AuthaGraph World Map. A new world map
...
Narukawa's AuthaGraph World Map, which he unveiled in 2016,
won the coveted Grand Award of Japan's Good Design Award
competition, beating out over 1,000 entries in a variety of
categories. His map overcame 2D distortions by angling
continents in a way that accurately displays both their relative
sizes and the distances between them.
The AuthaGraph Is The World's Most Accurate Map |
Latest ...
The Authagraph World Map: not much use for navigation, but a
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very clever way of projecting the globe onto a flat surface
without size distortion. Authagraph. View 12 Images 1 / 12.
Size does matter: Authagraph World Map turns the Earth
...
The AuthaGraph World Map, designed by Tokyo architect Hajime
Narukawa, is so proportionally accurate it can be folded into a
3-D globe. (Photo: Hajime Narukawa /Japan Institute of Design
Promotion)...
This World Map Is Weird — And Weirdly Accurate
The design, called AuthaGraph, is so good, it's took out Japan's
biggest design accolade, the Good Design Award, in 2016.
Created by artist and architect Hajime Narukawa, the map looks
pretty weird at first glance, with an orientation shift between
Asia and North America, but it's actually one of the most
proportional maps we've got.
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This Bizarre World Map Is So Crazily Accurate, It Actually
...
The AuthaGraph map is the most accurate map you'll ever see.
You probably won't like it. You probably don’t realize it, but
virtually every world map you’ve ever seen is wrong. And while
the new AuthaGraph World Map may look strange, it is in fact
the most accurate map you’ve ever seen.
The AuthaGraph map. More accurate world map wins ...
Despite its unusual and a bit weird look, the AuthaGraph World
Map may be the most accurate world map ever. It is created by
the Japan artist and architect Hajime Narukawa, and won the
Good Design Grand award in 2016.
AuthaGraph - Probably the Most Accurate World Map Ever
...
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The AuthaGraph website explains the complex process of
creating the proportional map. “This rectangular world map is
made by equally dividing a spherical surface into 96 triangles,
transferring it to a tetrahedron while maintaining areas
proportions and unfolding it to be a rectangle.
Ingeniously Redesigned World Map Looks Unusual, But Is
...
The AuthaGraph world map is a modern innovative map that
frames the world’s physical components (continents, seas, etc.)
in a 2D rectangle, while representing their relative sizes and the
shape of coast lines as accurately as possible. Antarctica, for
instance, can be seen at the bottom right, close to South
America.
AuthaGraph World Map. A new world map reengineered
to ...
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But a new map called AuthaGraph, created by Tokyo-based artist
and architect Hajime Narukawa, just won Japan's distinguished
Good Design Award for accurately representing the relative sizes
of...
This World Map Is So Accurate It Folds Into a Globe
The AuthaGraph world map devised by Japanese architect
Hajime Narukawa Credit: AuthaGraph The revolutionary new
design helps to bring home how distorted regular maps look in
terms of demonstrating...
Japanese 'origami' AuthaGraph map hailed the most
accurate ...
Product Description Within the AuthaGraph Globe's spherical
design lies a a tetrahedron globe that unfolds unto a realistically
projected rectangular flat map. This tetrahedron map, when
flattened, more accurately represents the locations of the
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continents that traditional maps, and is based on Buckminster
Fuller's Dymaxion Map.
AuthaGraph Globe - Geografia - Touch of Modern
His map, the AuthaGraph World Map, isn’t your average map of
the globe: It’s a near-perfect representation of the continents
and oceans as they exist on our spherical planet, all laid out on
a...
Hajime Narukawa Wins Good Design Grand Award for
World ...
AuthaGraph is a member of Vimeo, the home for high quality
videos and the people who love them.
AuthaGraph - Vimeo
This is "AuthaGraph" by AuthaGraph on Vimeo, the home for
high quality videos and the people who love them.
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